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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Online Community of Practice (CoP) has become very popular over the last decade. At the

2006  Academy  of  Management  Annual  Conference,  over  50  presentations  referenced

online groups or communities of practice (CoP). Among the many topics congregating on

an understanding of CoPs were social networking, knowledge sharing, multilingual CoPs,

storytelling  in  CoPs and understanding knowledge  dynamics  in  CoPs.  Communities  of

practice differ from traditional learning environments because the learning takes place in

the  actual  situation,  including  the  social  environment.  Several  major  characteristics  of

communities of practice include community knowledge (in which the sum of community

knowledge is greater than the sum of participant knowledge) and that expert-to-apprentice

relationships are key factors in its success (Gherardi & Nicolini, 2000; Soden & Halliday,

2000). Many researchers as well as managers have recognised the necessity to pay more

attention  to  social  factors  supporting  learning  and  knowledge  creation  in  organization

(Easterby-Smith et al., 2000; Garvey and Williamson, 2002). 

The  concept  of  CoPs  has  its  origins  in  the  context  of  the  social  theory  of  learning,

developed in opposition to the cognitive approach that learning takes place on an individual

basis  (Elkjaer,  1999).  While  the  cognitive  approach  to  learning  views  knowledge  as  a

commodity, as something people have, the social theory of learning regards knowledge as

something people do. Learning in this context is not conceived to take place in the mind of

the individual and as a way of knowing the world, but as being dependent on context and

social interaction and as a way of being in the world (Chiva and Alegre, 2005; Elkjaer,
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1999; Gherardi, 1999). In accordance with the social learning theory, Lave and Wenger

(1991)  put  forward  the  concept  of  situated  learning  where  learning is  placed in  social

relationships. Learning can be achieved through active participation and engagement in the

process  of  performance  which  mostly  takes  place  in  CoPs  (Lave  and  Wenger,  1991;

Elkjaer, 1999; Wenger, 1998).

In recent years the rapid growth and popularity of social networking sites such as msn.com

and skybe.com have created a new venue to be explored by organizational development

practitioners and scholars. Many of these sites are creating Community-of-Practice (CoP).

The  topic  of  Community-of-Practice  (CoP)  has  been  discussed  in  the  management

literature in  the earlier part of 1990’s, and since attracted a lot of attention from academics

and professionals around the globe. A survey by the Institut für e-Management e. v. (2001)

proposed CoPs as one of the top ten topics of Knowledge Management (KM). Conversely,

Lave and Wenger (1997) co-founders of this concept go to extent of considering CoPs “an

intrinsic condition for the existence of knowledge” (Kimble; Barlow, 2000). 

Consequently some big multinational organisations have launched their own CoP for social

networking  among  employees  and  with  their  customers.  CoPs  are  widely  regarded  as

valuable to efficient sharing and creation of knowledge, the integration of new employees,

the ability to respond rapidly to customer needs and inquiries, the reduction of time spend

on “reinventing the wheel”, and the sharing of new ideas which could lead to innovative

products or services (Lesser and Storck, 2001). This is of utmost importance in large and

flexible organisations such as consultancy companies where knowledge is the only asset,

mostly bound to knowing subjects, who are widely dispersed (Alvesson, 2004). Wenger
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and  Snyder  (2000,  p.  145)  assign  to  CoPs  the  meaning  of  a  “hidden  fountainhead  of

knowledge development” and describe them as “the key to the challenge of the knowledge

economy”.

Recently, IBM released a press briefing in February 2007 of its new software platform for

networking that has business grade robustness. Claiming to be the first to offer this type of

business software, they announced that their new Lotus connection will ‘integrate tagging,

blogging and professional networking tool to bring the power of web…. from the consumer

realm to the enterprise’ (IBM, 2007). Moreover, in an attempt to identify the knowledge

dynamics  that  can motivate  knowledge sharing in online communities  of practice,  it  is

imperative that the term “knowledge management” and ‘communities of practice (CoP)’ be

addressed at the very onset.  This section thus begins with a discussion of what knowledge

management is and its link with Communities of practice (CoP)’. 

The purpose of this literature review is to give an overview of the Community of Practice

(CoP) and its key characteristics literature in order to highlight the major debates in the

research context of knowledge dynamics.  Second, this section discusses the meaning of the

term  “knowledge  sharing”  by  discussing  its  root  definitions.   Third,  As  part  of  the

discussion  the  literature  will  review  three  specific  tools  for  knowledge  management,

namely, Nonaka and Takeuchi’s spiral model which are argued in this thesis as useful tools

to explain knowledge dynamics in a CoP context. Fourth, this section will discuss the role

of storytelling on virtual CoP and how it can be used as analytical tool to measure the

engagement in a CoP. Then it will discuss the learning by using this tool in social context.

Sixth,  the  literature  will  summarize  the  understanding  of  Knowledge  Dynamics  and
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seventh it  talks  about  the challenges in learning CoPs.  This literature review finally

concludes  with  a  discussion  of  the  current  knowledge  gap  with  regard  to  knowledge

sharing in online communities of practice (see figure 2.1).

Hence,  this  chapter  reviews  the  literature  on  several  major  concepts  which  relate  to

knowledge management and online community of practice. It describes current research

finding in such areas as technology as a change agent in knowledge sharing, constructivism

and technology, computing as a social experience, and online community. It also provides

discussion on the dimensions of social presence and concludes with a detailed description

of the analytical categories used in this study.

 

1.1 Knowledge Management (KM) & Community-of-Practice (CoP)

Bennet and Bennet (2003) provided a working definition of knowledge management as,

“…. The systematic process of creating, maintaining and nurturing an organisation to make

the best use of its individual and collective knowledge to achieve the corporate mission,

broadly  viewed as  sustainable  competitive   advantage  or  achieving  high performance”.

Again, Von Krogh et al (2000) asserted that knowledge is best enabled rather than managed

in an organisation, presenting three premises of knowledge enabling: 

1. “Knowledge is justified true belief, individual and social, tacit and explicit….

2. Knowledge depends on your perspective.

3. Knowledge creation is a craft, not a science”.
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Figure 2.1: Flowchart of the Literature Review

Von Krogh et al (2000) view enabling knowledge creation as the better approach rather

than knowledge management, when knowledge creation is defined as “a dynamic process

that can involve contributions from hundreds of people in an organisation”. To get further
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understanding of knowledge management  the main elements of knowledge management

(KM) is shown figure 2.2:

Figure 2.2: Key elements of Knowledge Management (APQC, 2000)

KM practitioners apply organizational dynamics, process engineering, and technology in

concert  to  streamline  and  enhance  the  capture  and  flow  of  data,  information,  and

knowledge,  and  then  deliver  it  to  individuals  and  groups  engaged  in  accomplishing  a

mission/strategy. Many authors have introduced two main variables that define the context

of knowledge. These two dimensions are: 

a) Communities of practice represent a group of practitioners that share a common interest.

Suppliers,  partners,  clients,  etc  usually  define  the  external  communities  of  practice.

Employees, consultants, etc define internal communities of practice. 
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b) Organizational settings define the second level of decomposition for the research model.

organiasational settings define how the flow of knowledge happens within an organization.

There are two types of settings – formal and informal. Formal settings are represented by

meetings,  training  sessions,  policy  briefings  etc.  Informal  settings  are  characterized  by

conversations, chats, coffee hours etc.

Literature provides very clear links of learning and knowledge management (Hafeez and 

Abdelmeguid, 2003). These are the essential ingredients for developing individual and 

corporate competences in the knowledge society (Hafeez et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2002c). In 

this regards, two specific tools for knowledge management will be considered, namely, 

Nonaka and Takeuchi’s spiral model (1995) and story telling, which are argued as useful 

tools to explain knowledge dynamics in a CoP context.

Within the last  decade the CoP has particularly recognised as main tool for converting

“implicit”  knowledge into “explicit”  form of  knowledge (Davenport  and Prusak 1998).

Reports from American Productivity and Quality Center (APQC, 2000) survey suggest that

95% of the best practice organisations consider CoPs very important to their KM Strategy.

According to the APQC survey, firms such as Ernst & Young consider CoPs an equivalent

to Knowledge Management. Almost 33% participants included in their survey represented

consulting  firms,  which  demonstrate  that  consulting  which  highly  knowledge-intensive

industry value CoPs as a valid method knowledge acquisition and transfer.

Empirical research has indicated that a traditional community of practice is made up of

individuals who are informally bound to one another through exposure to a similar set of
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problems and a common pursuit of solutions and employ active participation and decision-

making  by  individuals,  as  opposed  to  separated  decision-making  that  is  present  in

organizations  (Allee,  1997;  Collier  &  Esteban,  1999).  A  community  of  practice  also

provides  direct  cognitive  and  social  support  for  the  efforts  of  the  group’s  individual

members. 

However, the introduction of technology into the framework of community of practice has

provided a new and dynamic dimension of interaction. Within this framework, studies have

revealed  that  online  discussion  is  considered  to  be  a  learning  environment  in  which

members  can  participate  in  activities,  produce  artifacts,  and  achieve  higher  conceptual

knowledge  through  the  interaction  of  knowledge  and  experience  among  all  members

(Harasim, 1993; Johnson, 2001). Current research indicates that online learning situations

are  their  own  type  of  social  aggregation  where  learners  interact  with  their  peers,

moderators, and content experts in ways that allow members to develop their critical and

analytical skills through online discussions. (Jonassen, 2000; Wenger, 1998; Riel, 1993). 

The  emphasis  on  establishing  communities  of  practice  is  built  on  the  fact  that  robust

knowledge  and  understanding  are  socially  constructed  through  talk,  activity,  and

interaction around meaningful problems and tools (Vygotsky, 1978). Aligning with this is

one of the primary goals of a multidimensional learning environment where the computer is

viewed  as  an  additional  learning  tool  and  provides  the  medium  for  a  socially  active

community to function (Lowther, Bassoppo-Moyo, & Morrison, 1998; McLoughlin, 1999).
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Consequently, the importance of an online CoP has been accepted by researchers as a key

element of the learning process (Im & Lee, 2003) as well as a vehicle to promote social

interaction,  motivation,  and participation  (Oren,  Mioduser,  & Nachmias,  2002;  Avery).

Through  online  discussion,  social  distance  among  users  is  created.  By using  text-only

formatting,  visual  cues  are  reduced  as  are  cues  regarding  ethnicity,  social  status,  and

gender.  One  advantage  of  this  type  of  format  is  that  it  is  possible  to  “rewind”  a

conversation, to pick out threads and make very direct links between different messages

(Salmon, 2002). A part of this discussion process is the user’s application of a range of

social skills so that they work towards becoming independent of knowledge sharing and

learning.

1.2 Community of Practice ( CoP ) and its significance:

Wenger (1998) describes the communities of  practice (CoP) concept as a joint

enterprise, as understood and continually renegotiated by its members. Central

characteristics of  this concept are the mutual  engagement that binds members

together  into  a  single  social  entity  and  the  shared  repertoire  of  communal

resources that members have developed over time. A community of practice is

distinct  from (more  or  less)  formal  groups,  because  membership  is  based  on

participation, rather than on official status, and it is not bound by organizational

affiliations (Wenger, 1998, p. 3). 

A CoP thus follows a cultural dimension of organizational life and pinpoints issues

of identity, meaning, and organizational artifacts (practice). A CoP is dedicated to

learning and advancing knowledge and know-how in  a given subject  area and

among its  members (Lave & Wenger,  1991;  Lesser  & Everest,  2001;  Wenger,
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1998;  Wenger,  McDermott,  &  Snyder,  2002).  The  main  characteristic  of  a

community  of  practice  is  the  community  knowledge  (in  which  the  sum  of

community knowledge is greater than the sum of participant knowledge) and that

expert-to-apprentice  relationships  are  key  factors  in  its  success  (Gherardi  &

Nicolini, 2000; Soden & Halliday, 2000).

Community of practice can be considered as one of the most well known method of sharing

of tacit knowledge within organisations. Some of the main definitions of CoP that are used

in the academic field of knowledge management and CoP are shown in the Table 2.1

Probst (1999) “Group(s) of people, which have an interest in the same topic 
over a longer period of time and who are engaged in an 
activity of sharing their opinions on this topic.”

Lave
and Wenger (1991)

A community of practice is a set of relations among persons,
activity,  and  world,  over  time  and  in  relation  with  other
tangential  and  overlapping  communities  of  practice.  A
community  of  practice  is  an  intrinsic  condition  for  the
existence  of  knowledge,  not  least  because  it  provides  the
interpretive support necessary for making sense of its heritage.
Thus,  participation  in  the  cultural  practice  in  which  any
knowledge exists is an epistemological principle of learning.
The social structure of this pattern, its power relations, and its
condition for legitimacy define possibilities for learning. (p.
98)

Wenger  and  Snyder
(2000)

‘’... Groups of people informally bound together by shared 
expertise and passion for a joint enterprise.”

Sharp,  (1997);  Nichols,
(2000);  Nichani  and
Hung (2002)

  A Community of Practice (CoP) is a group of people who
communicate  either  synchronously  or  asynchronously
concerning a common topic

Table 2. 1: Definitions of CoP

Wenger, McDermott and Snyder, three of the most recognised theorists on the topic, define

CoP as “groups of people who share a concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a

topic,  and who deepen their  knowledge and expertise  in this  area by interacting on an
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ongoing basis” (2002). Until now, this  definition is the most recognised definition in the

academic field and will be used in the study as the key definition of CoP. However, the key

points  of  other  CoP  definitions  include  knowledge  sharing,  learning  (Reinemann-

Rothmeier  and  Mandl,  1999),  a  common  practice  or  solving  of  common  problems

(McDermott,  1999)  of  the  group and construction  of  a  common knowledge  repository

(Stewart, 1996).

However,  there  is  a  close  relationships  of  CoP  topic  with  the  notion  of  ”Business

Communities” which is defined as groups formed around a topic,  which is relevant for

business (Gruban, 2001). It is assumed that these groups have been working for some time

together,  while manifest  other characteristics of being a community,  such as,  sharing a

common  meaning;  identity  and  common  language  (Hildreth  et  al,  1998)  derive  from

common practice and common interest(s).  

In this thesis, Wenger’s and Snyder’s definition is considered for co-presence of distributed

groups  if  they  can  still  be  considered  Community-of-Practice.  Lave’s  and  Wenger’s

(McDermott, 1999) initial analysis relate to the groups those were exclusively co-located in

non-IT-settings (e.g. tailors, quartermasters, butchers and claims processors). They suggest

that the co-presence should not be seen as essential condition for forming a CoP. Since

Brown’s and Duguid’s (1996) influential case study on CoP at Xerox, other case studies of

distributed  and  computer–mediated  communities  have  been  published  in  the  field  of

knowledge  management  and  CoP.  The  famous  case  study  with  Xerox  PARC helped

rejuvenating the modern notion of “Community of Practice” (CoP) (Brown; Duguid, 1998).
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They defined CoPs as “peers in the execution of real work, held together by a common

sense of purpose and a real need to know what each other knows. 

According  to  Wenger  (2000),  CoP  can  benefit  organisations,  community  itself  and

individuals.  He argues that through CoP, organisations can deal with or solve problems

quicker. CoP also helps organizations to Cross fertilize ideas, thus creating opportunities

for innovation.  It also helps organisations to develop and implement appropriate strategies.

He also  argues  that  CoP benefits  Community  in  several  ways.  These  include  building

common  language;  developing  methods  and  models  around  specific  competencies;

dissemination  of  knowledge  and  expertise  in  a  larger  population;  aiding  retention  of

knowledge when employees leave the company; helping to increase access to expertise

across the company; and also provide a means to share power and influence with the formal

parts of the organisation. 

Finally Wenger (2000) pointed out in his work that CoP facilitate individuals to do their

jobs efficiently. In addition, CoP help individuals to provide a stable sense of community

with  other  internal  colleagues  and  with  the  company.  CoP  also  Foster  individuals  a

learning-focused sense of identity; developing individual skills; and providing challenges

and  opportunities  to  contribute  to  the  community  activities.  Some  CoPs  are  initiated,

chartered,  and  supported  by  management.  Sponsored  CoPs  are  expected  to  produce

measurable results that benefit the company. 

 Online Community
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Within the framework of web-based learning is a related concept called online community

which  has  garnered  considerable  attention  by  researchers  as  an  integral  part  of  the

educational  experience.  Emerging from the virtual community—a group of people who

may not meet one another face to face and who exchange words and ideas through the use

of  computer  bulletin  boards  and networks  (Rheingold,  1994).  It  is  within  these  online

environments  that  the  development  of  collaborative  learning  communities  has  been

established (Hasler-Waters & Napier, 2002). Research studies have reported that a strong

sense of community increases persistence of the students enrolled in online courses and

group commitment and collaboration (Dede, 1996; Wellman, 1999).

For the purpose of this research a portion of the definition of online community has been

focused on, which includes people who interact socially as they attempt to satisfy their own

needs, and who have a shared purpose such as an interest or need to exchange information

and are  governed by shared  policies  or  guidelines  (Preece,  2000).  These  shared  social

interactions are also referenced in studies by Erickson (2003) where the social visualization

is  a  representation  of  information  from  which  the  presence,  activities,  and  other

characteristics  of  members  of  a  community  may  be  inferred.  This  digital  depiction  of

online social behaviors has been the foundation of several studies which have focused on

the social interaction within a virtual space as opposed to a physical one. Erickson (2003)

introduced  the  concept  of  the  social  translucent  system  which  indicates  the  three

components needed for online social interaction: visibility, awareness, and accountability.

Combined,  these  perspectives  form  the  basis  for  collaboration  and  communication  in

digital environments.
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Dubé et al.  (2003) noted that an online community of practice has also been called an

electronic  community  of  practice  (Wasko & Faraj,  2000),  online  (Cothrel  & Williams,

1999), computer-mediated (Etzioni & Etzioni, 1999), and distributed (Wenger, McDermott,

&  Snyder,  2002).  In  this  thesis  online  community  of  practice  and  CoP  will  be  used

interchangeably while discussing community of practice.

 

Regardless of how the term is used, there are, however, as Wenger (2001) suggests, three

characteristics of communities of practice that are crucial and distinguish them from other

communities  such as  communities  of  interest.  These  include:  domain,  community,  and

practice (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Three characteristics of a community of practice (Wenger, 2001)

- Domain

Communities of practice focus on a domain of shared interest, and that membership implies

a minimum level of knowledge of that domain – a shared competence that distinguishes

members  from other  people.  It  has  an identity  defined by a  shared  domain  of  interest
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(Wenger,  2001).  While  informal  networks  are  based  on  informal  relationships,

communities of practice are based on domains (Huysman and de Wit, 2002). This can also

be termed as participation which is defined as the ‘social aspects of living in the world in

terms of membership in a community and active involvement in social enterprise’ (Wenger,

1998).

- Community

The  term  community  has  in  the  past  referred  to  a  place-based  concept  with  rural

connections. The Dictionary of Sociology (1994) identified three elements as usually being

present, either singly or in combination, in our understanding of the term ‘Community’: a)

a  collection  of  people  with  a  particular  social  structure,  b)  a  sense  of  belonging  or

community ‘spirit’, and c) a self-containment of sorts- once geographical (Abercrombie,

Hill& Turner, 1994). Over the years, however, and especially with the advent of out-of-

time,  out-of-space virtual  connectivity,  community has become an increasingly difficult

term to define (Abercrombie et al., 1994; Wilson, 1999). Our sense of community in our

flexible, transient, modern society is often not geographically-based but relationship-based

(Garton  et.al,  1997)  as  like-minded groups  of  people  share  goals  or  special  occasions.

Community may or may not have a physical dimension to it. In brief, a community is a

group of individuals that can be analyzed in total, in smaller groups, or individually

(Preece, 2000). 

Members of a community of practice engage in discussions, help each other, and share

knowledge. Through such interactions, they form a community around their domain and

build relationships with one another, resulting in a sense of shared identity (Hislop, 2004)
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or communal identity (Brown & Duguid, 2001). The key criterion that defines community

is people who share a concern or a passion about a topic and they interact with one another

to share knowledge (Wenger et al, 2002).

- Practice

Members  of  a  community  of  practice  develop a  shared repertoire  of resources such as

experiences, stories, best practices and ways of solving problems. Whether it is a group of

high school teachers or a community quilting club, a community of practice consists of

individuals  with  a  shared  domain  of  expertise  who  voluntarily  learn  together  about

practices that matter to them (Gray, 2004). Huysman and de Wit (2002) noted that shared

meaning  is  not  the  reason  that  members  of  a  community  of  practice  flock  together;

Community  membership  is  not  determined  by  institutional  structuring  of  group

membership  or  joining  a  club  or  other  organisation.  For  example,  a  classroom is  not

necessarily a community of practice just because they have been arranged and labelled as a

group;  the  definition  of  a  community  of  practice  encompasses  joint  enterprise,  shared

repertoire and mutual engagement to create this environment. 

Historically  membership  in  CoPs  has  been  seen  as  voluntary  and  CoP  objectives  as

constantly changing dependent on the development of the topic of interest as well as the

knowledge of its members. Lesser and Storck (2001) argue that the life span of CoPs is

undefined and depends on the commitment of its members. External control is very often

limited or non-existent since the CoP is self-managed by its members (Wenger and Snyder,

2000). However, the extent of independence and flexibility of CoPs is dependent on how

the  CoP came into  existence.  Although it  is  widely acknowledged that  CoPs are most

effective and successful when emerging bottom-up, some organisations also introduce top-
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down CoPs (Brown and Duguid, 1991). While top-down CoPs can be highly accepted by

people  within  the  organisation  and  often  enjoy  an  official  status,  some  experience

difficulties in being fully supported by employees. The enthusiasm for a specific topic and

an already existing network which often lead to the creation of a bottom-up CoP can be

missing  in  top-down  CoPs  (Fontaine,  2001).  Bottom-up  CoPs  emerge  from  informal

networks between subject matter  experts  for a particular  topic or employees seeking to

learn more about a new topic within a group of colleagues with similar interests. When an

informal network like this continually attracts more people and takes a structured approach

then the network transforms into a CoP (Fontaine, 2001).

 As a consequence of the natural development of bottom-up CoPs, members feel in control

and participate  out of passion and this  kind of CoP is often felt  as more authentic  and

successful  in  its  outcomes.  Bottom-up CoPs are those which exist  because of people’s

interest  and enthusiasm for a particular  topic area.  A sense of ownership develops and

makes members take on roles and responsibilities (Brown and Duguid, 1991). However,

there is also a danger that bottom-up CoPs can experience a lack of organisational support

while top-down CoPs are highly accepted by the organisation when they are in line with

business interests and strategy.

 

1.2.1 Medium of Communication

This is the most recognised classification, as CoPs can be classified along an axis from

exclusively face-to-face contact to completely virtual. Brown and Duguid claim that one of

the  salient  attribute  of  CoPs  is  the  fact  that  “boundaries  do  not  correspond to  typical

geographic or functional boundaries in organizations but rather to practice or person-based
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networks’’  (Brown;  Dugiud,  1991).  There  is  a  high  probability  of  overlapping  with

geographically  co-located and distributed  CoPs with the positioning of the CoP on the

dimension of medium. Video conferencing, for instance, would not make any sense for a

co-located CoP. Therefore, there is a correlation between distributed CoP and computer-

mediated Communities. As Lesser & Storck (2001) from IBM explains:  

“Nevertheless,  there is  nothing in the classical  sociological  definition of  community  of
practice that rules out communication media such as e-mail, discussion groups, or chat
rooms as support mechanisms for participating in distributed communities of practice.”  

Communities in a distributed environment are called “Virtual Communities” (Rheingold,

1993)  or  “Online-Communities”  (Hagel;  Armstrong,  1997),  e.g.  the  world-wide  Linux

Community. There is a difference between those Communities, the member of which have

never met in person and others, whose members have met before. Given the company-wide

information system in most big companies, the variant of the CoP relying exclusively on

face-to-face contact is almost excluded.

1.2.2 Degree of internal diversity   

The members of CoPs can belong to different professions, functions and roles, different

position  as  well  as  different  formation  and nationality.  In  this  report  the  difference  in

between  professions  is  specifically  taken  into  consideration.  The  degree  of  internal

diversity of a CoP depends on the fact whether the CoPs is formed by the members of one

department or by a specialist interest group, and the degree to which the topic linked to the

every day work. Diversity implies a potential for creativity and therefore innovation. The

potential is expressed by Espejo et.al (1996) as: “The wealth of an organisation is in the

diversity of its people and not in their uniformity”.
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 Extreme  diversity  can  be  observed  in  CoPs  which  are  only  motivated  by  a  common

interest/goal provided members are not engaged through any formal work environment (for

example, communities related to sport as Manchester United fans refuted the take over bid

by  majority  shareholder  American  Malcolm  Frazier).  Where  diversity  can  breed

innovation, it can also be an insurmountable obstacle in communication if the degree of

diversity is too high. CoP can function only if they can cope with the degree of diversity in

order to guarantee understanding between its members.

1.2.3 CoP Life cycle 

Wegner (1998) define life cycle of a CoP into five stages of maturity as shown in Figure 2-

4.   The first  stage  Potential is  about  finding people with similar  interests,  establishing

contacts, and building informal relations. The second stage Coalescing is where identity is

formed  and  the  values  are  discussed.  The  members  move  from a  loose  network  to  a

common sense of purpose. This is an engagement stage where discussions in the field of

interest start taking shape. The third stage  Active is where CoP becomes highly dynamic

and comes into its own by engaging in a high level of activity. This is where permanent

generation  of new knowledge takes  place.  The fourth stage is  Dispersed where at  first

members of the periphery and then core members themselves loose interest in the topic. As

there  is  less  activity,  the  influx  of  new knowledge  is  reduced,  which  makes  the  CoP

become less attractive. The fifth stage Memorable is the collection of memorabilia. Here

the CoP is dispersed, however tales and anecdotes live on for a while.  People still associate

with the CoP as a significant part of their identity. 
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The above stages are not linked to a timeline, each community will develop at a different

rate, although the pattern of development can be identified (Wenger, 1998) 

                

Potential Coalescing Active Dispersed Memorable

Time

     Figure 2.4: Life Cycle of a Community of Practice (CoP) - (Wenger, 1998)

However, different authors have used different terms for the phases of CoP life cycle. For

instance, Franz & Lavernaro (1999) identified 5 stages of development: planning, start-up,

maturation, maintenance and renovation and transformation or death.  Gongla &  Rizzuto

(2001), also, identifies five stages of development, the potential stage, building stage, the

engaged stage,  the active  stage,  and the adaptive stage.  Each of the five stages has its

defining characteristics as well as an underlying function that helps explain why one stage

is different from the next and shows what to build on from previous stages.

In each of these stages of the life cycle the CoP is confronted with specific problems and

therefore there are different ways to support a CoP. Cohen (1998) argues that the evolution

of CoP life cycle has a strong correlations with its membership size. The CoP counts the

most  members  in  the  stage  of  coalescing  and  activity.  When  the  number  of  members

exceeds a certain limit, cohesion is not valid any longer and sub-communities are formed.
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1.2.4 Degree of formalisation

Several  authors  define  CoPs  by  their  informal  nature,  which  distinguishes  them  from

organisational  units.  This  becomes  also  evident  from  the  Brown’s  and  Grey’s  (1999)

definition: 

“Not a team not a task force not necessarily an authorised or identified group...They are
peers in the execution of “real work”. What holds them together is a common sense of
purposes and a real need to know what each other know.” 

Lave and Wenger (1991) insists on the fact that CoPs are not formally founded. They stated

that, “CoPs emerge as people united in a common enterprise who develop a shared history

as well as particular values, beliefs, ways of talking, ways of learning, and ways of doing

things.  They  come  together  not  so  much  on  the  basis  of  formal  membership  or  job

descriptions, as by being involved with one another in action.” 

The notion of CoPs as defined by the researchers is very often considerably modified and

also abused by practitioners. This is implied in the work of Gruban (2001), where he cited

the  term “Project-Communities”.  Nevertheless,  Henschel  (2000) provides  the following

key points for the distinction of CoPs and projects teams or functional organisational units: 

 Broad definition of goals

 Membership is based on intrinsic motivation, generally voluntary

 Common interest and a common task that connects people 

 Duration of activity depending entirely on the interest of the members is unlimited

 Structures and responsibilities are free of hierarchy and formal responsibility is non-

existent
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However, there are some guidelines available where CoP initiator and members can assume

different roles for the technical operationalisation and discourse stimulations (see Chapter

3, Table 3.3, page 21).  In some instances, a CoP can evolve from a project group and the

members of a project can be the same as in a CoP; the only difference between the two

groups is the difference in time: CoPs start to form after the beginning of the project and

their  activity  goes  on  after  the  project.  The differentiation  is  that  the  CoP become an

independent self-organising system. While Wenger states: 

“Even when a community’s actions conform to an external  mandate,  it  is the
community-not  the  mandate-that  produces  practice.  In  this  sense,  CoP  is
fundamentally self-organising systems.” (2000)

Concerning the degree of formalisation of a CoP, Wenger et al. (2002) categorised five

communities based on their relationships with the organisation: unrecognised, bootlegged,

legitimised,  support,  and  institutionalised.  Challenges  faced  by  unrecognised  and

bootlegged communities include limited resources and access to reach their fullest power

and potential. Unrecognised, bootlegged communities may share information via email or

list servers, which may be fraught with security and accuracy issues. Legitimised, support,

and institutionalised communities allow the organisation more leverage and value, allowing

for a wider array of support.

In recent years, it has been observed that there is an increase in the degree of formality,

visibility  and  potential  for  action  and  transformation  in  organisations.  In  fact  a  very

important advantage of the existence of CoPs as a less formal unit in the organisation is the

fact, that it adds another layer to the organisation and can transform a firm into a hypertext
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organisation (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Nonaka and Takeuchi suggest way to resolve

the paradox of bureaucracy and task force organisation. The goal consists in creating a third

level (apart  from the project and mandate level),  which is linked to the first level,  and

where interaction between all levels are possible and desired. 

1.2.5 Differentiation of CoP according to goal 

One of the goals of the CoP is the dimension for differentiation. Accordingly; McDermott

identified the following four types of CoPs (APQC, 2000): 

 Helping Communities:  provide a forum for community members to help each other

solve everyday work problems. 

 Best-Practice  Communities:  develop and disseminate  best  practices,  guidelines,  and

procedures for their members. 

 Knowledge  Stewarding  Communities:  organise,  manage,  and  steward  a  body  of

knowledge form which community members can draw.

 Innovation Communities: create breakthrough ideas, knowledge, and practices.

This differentiation was confirmed by an extensive survey realised by the APQC in 2000

with the Best-Practice firms. And it is interesting that the knowledge conversion processes

of Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) can be applied to this differentiation. However, Turban &

King (2003) argues that CoP or online communities can be classified under transactions,

purpose or interest, relations or (professional) practice and fantasy. They stated that a major

classification of CoP is transactions as it facilitate buying and selling (e.g. ausfish.com.au;

ebay.co.uk etc). They carried on discussing that CoP does not involve trading in certain
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situations,  and  just  exchange  of  information  on  a  topic  of  mutual  interest,  thus  they

proposed another  classification  of  CoP as  purpose  of  interest.  For  instance  rugby fans

congregate at the Fans Room at nrl.com.au; music lovers go to mp3.com. They also argued

that relations or practice as another classification of CoP as members of CoP are organised

around certain life experiences. For example: ivillage.com caters to women; seniornet.com

to  senior  citizens;  and  chinadotcom  at  hongkong.com  to  Chinese-speaking  people.

Professional  communities  also  belong  to  this  category.  Examples:  isworld.org  for

information  system  faculty,  students  and  professionals;  energycentral.com  for  energy-

industry traders. 

Finally, Turban & King (2003) concluded by pointing out fantasy as another classification

of CoP due to the fact that CoP members share imaginary environments.  For example:

sport fantasy teams at espn.com; Geocities members can pretend to be medieval barons at

geocities.com/timesquare/4076.  Also  many  fantasy  communities  can  be  found  in

games.yahoo.com.

On  the  other  hand  Nickolas  (2003)  argues  that  CoPs  can  be  either  self  orgnised  or

sponsored. Self orgnised CoPs pursue the shared interests of the group’s members. These

CoPs add value to a company by sharing lessons learned, acting as distribution points for

best and emerging practices, providing forums in which issues and problems can be raised

and  resolved  and,  in  general,  by  learning  from  each  other.  From  the  definitions  and

explanations  of  Wenger  and  McDermott,  it  can  also  be  distinguished  that  CoP  has  a

distinctive characteristics in terms of the purpose, participants, group activities and duration

compared to the formal group, project team and informal network what is shown in the
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Table 2.2.  For the purpose of this thesis, the trm practice is used to associate with the

professional dimensions of skills related to application of professional skills, such as the

practice of medicine, or lawyer, or IT or pharmacist etc.  

The purpose Who belongs What holds it 
together

How long does it 
last

CoP To develop 
members’ 
capabilities; to 
build and exchange 
knowledge

Members who 
select 
themselves

Passion, 
commitment and 
identification with
the group’s 
expertise

As long as there is
interest in 
maintaining the 
group.

Formal work 
group

To deliver a 
product or service

Everyone who 
reports to the 
group’s 
manager

Job requirement 
and common 
goals

Until the next 
reorganisation

Project team To accomplish a 
specified task

Employees 
assigned by the 
senior 
management

The projects 
milestone and 
goals

Until the project 
has been 
completed

Informal 
network

To collect and pass 
on business 
information

Friends and 
business 
acquaintances

Mutual needs As long as people 
have reason to 
connect

Table 2.2: Differences between CoP and formal group, project team and informal network (Wenger et 
al, 2002)

The above discussion gives us a foundation of major theories and practices of CoP. Yet,

further analysis needs to be done to critique and to find the gap in the literature of CoP. 
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1.2.6 Multilingual Community of Practice (CoP)

Multilingual  CoP  may  be  defined  as  group  of  people  sharing  the  same  interests  and

connected online via CoPs which can be scientific, cultural, political, etc. These groups use

cross-linguistic communication,  where in each interlocutor communicate by his/her own

preferred language and has sufficient comprehension of the language used by interlocutors

(Moor, 2000).  The recent online communities established around the globe has brought

with it changes in how language is used, including faster composition and reading of texts,

and diffusion of oral discourse features into written language (Werry, 1996; Yates, 1996).

It  is  widely  believed  that  the  individual  who  knows  more  than  one  languages  may,

however, speak only two of them well and have stronger receptive than productive skills in

the other languages (MacEachern,1990).

 In general, monolingual users  can access knowledge only in their mother language. For

example, it is difficult task for a monolingual French speaker to locate wanted information

written in Chinese. Although many of the recent advanced chat and CoP softwares provide

translation of all messages to multiple languages (machine translation system allows the

users to retrieve relevant  texts in their  native language),  the users would not know the

query  terms  in  Chinese  even  if  the  search  engine  accepts  Japanese  queries.  I  would

summarise  some key characteristics  to  differentiate  monolingual  CoP and multi-lingual

CoP for a English/Arabic bilingual participants as in Table 2.3.  
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Monolingual CoP Multi-lingual CoP 

(English & Arabic)

Characteristics Definition Example Definition Example

Text format

Language 
format 
typically 
associated with
text messaging 
on mobile 
telephones

H R U = how 
are you

R U T= are 
you there or are
you still there

Hybrid language 
emerging:  Language 
that uses phonetic 
approximations to 
overcome knowledge 
or technical barriers

Mar7aba = 
welcome;

Sma2= sky;

Community 
identity

A language 
understood and
used by 
members of a 
group not 
always 
apparent to 
outsiders

ASL= what is 
your age, sex 
and location?

STATS = 
What is your 
sex and age

Non-standard hybrids
resulting in 
misunderstanding or 
confusion

CU2nite and 

 SU2night both 
meaning “see you 
tonight” 

THNQ, Tks and
10Q all means

Thank You

Table 2.3: Characteristics of monolingual and multilingual CoPs (Developed by the author)

Arabic alphabet consists of 28 letters, and is written from right to the left.  Mixing Arabic

and  English  language  in  voice  conversations  and through  online  communication  in  all

forms (CoP, chat  rooms) has invented  a  new term called Arabizi  (Alarab,  2005).  This

language is famous among Jordanian Youths especially whom educated in West. Sarhan (in

Alarab, 2005) argues that mixing Arabic with other languages has long history among the
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educated class in Jordan and the other Arabic Countries but the sudden massive popularity

of Arabizi might be as a result of the invasion of American culture and due to the economic

changes in the country during the  last  decade.  It can be argued that the emergence of

communication  tools  is  also  important  factor  of  the  popularity  of  Arabizi.  This  can

illustrate  why  people  are  using ASCII  (American  Standard  Code  for  Information

Interchange)  where  symbols  are  used  to  represent  Arabic  in  the  electronic  written

communication (Palfreyman & Khalil, 2003). 

Hafeed M., president of Arabic language Complex in Cairo which can be considered as the

highest committee in the Arabic world regarding Arabic language,  admitted in seminar

entitled ‘Arabic Language in the globalization Era’ (2007) that after one or two generations

there will be social classes who will not speak pure Arabic language as it been used in the

last centuries. He believes that with availability of many different language schools in most

Arabic countries and in Egypt particularly and the impact of internet CoP caused distortion

to  Arabic  language  to  create  hybrid  mix  from different  languages.  This  authors’  first

language is Arabic and there are two multilingual CoPs which are included in the case

study (Al-Arab Newspaper, 2005).

2.3 Storytelling and Knowledge Sharing

As explained earlier many authors views CoPs as a medium to promote social interaction,

motivation  and participation  (Oren et.al,  2002).  In  particular  non-professional  or  social

CoPs are a place where people interact with each other through narrating their experiences

in  a  short  stay  forum.  Storytelling  is  increasingly  recognized  as  a  tool  for  sharing

experiences (Brown et al, 2005) 
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Storytelling has been a part of society for thousands of years. People told stories because it

was  an  essential  element  in  forging  friendship,  alliances,  families,  and  communities’

(Maguire, 1998). Native cultures transmit their values, ethics, and spiritual beliefs through

songs, dances, prayer and storytelling (Arrien, 2006). It is an ancient art of communication

and an organic way for people to learn about one another, our visions of the past and future,

and about the diversity that exists amongst the people of our multicultural societies. It is a

way of surfacing unspoken knowledge and assumptions in a non-judgemental and highly

reflective setting.

Storytelling  is  a  feature  of  newsgroup  interaction  that  has  not  received  much  formal

attention from academic, and yet the ability of participants of asynchronous CoP to tell

stories  to  one  another  helps  to  provide  contextual  immediacy  to  the  reader   as  they

negotiate the meanings of abstract concepts. Lave and Wenger (1991) addressed the power

of storytelling as catalyst for meaning making ‘…. Stories can be so powerful in conveying

ideas, often more so than an articulation of an idea itself’’. 

 Storytelling  and dialogue offer  alternative  ways of  speaking and listening resulting in

transformation, both within the teller and the listener, because both of these methods of

communication engage people by helping them to uncover underline assumptions. When

these assumptions are brushed off and analysed, people are ‘consciously participating in the

creation of shared meaning’ (Issacs, 1993). The ability to relate to one another is a key to

building community. Without this ability we stray from our capacity to embrace diversity.

The primary purpose of personal storytelling is not to entertain listeners..  but to engage
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them in one’s own experience (Maguire, 1998). However, storytelling can be as the process

of weaving themes together in a compelling way. Storytelling in community of practice

conveys themes of how work is done or ‘how we do things around here’ (practice), ‘who

we are’ (identity), ‘how we belong’ (Community) and ‘what matters to us’ (meaning). 

A story is defined as a coherent system of themes that provide a sense of meaningful cause-

and-effect  (Snowden,  1999).  A  theme  is  a  recurring  signifier.  Systems  of  recurring

signifiers  may  be  ordered  hierarchically,  from  least  to  most  complex,  and  include

performed stories- enactment in particular media format or venue; situated stories- accounts

related through one point of view, generic stories- accounts of general processes; and as the

collective  system of  themes  of  the  community.  A cultural  narrative  is  thought  of  as  a

system of themes enacted by community and evoked through storytelling. Stories play an

important  role  in  the learning/  thinking process.  Stories  occur  quite  naturally  in  online

setting. If members are trying to make sense of any concept under discussion, they put

ideas into the personal context, and then it follows that they will have stories to share.

Stories  rely  on  shared  experience  to  explain  phenomena  in  much  the  same  way  that

statistical  analysis  relies  on  hypothesis  testing  to  explain  the  correlation  of  variables

(Langley,  1999).  Walter  Fisher,  in  his  discussion  of  the  narrative  paradigm  (1984),

explained how stories help people to make sense of the world because they ‘give order to

human experience’. They are essential to the meaning-making; they are, as he says, ‘the

enactment of the whole mind in concert with itself’
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Story telling is effective way to communicate and share knowledge within the organization.

As  Snowden  (1999)  states  that,  storytelling  is  the  use  of  stories  in  organisations  as  a

communication tool to share knowledge. Complicated ideas and concepts can be expressed

through stories in clear  messages in which people can convert  their  tacit  knowledge to

others  in  easier  form to  understand.  Denning  (2001)  argued  that  storytelling  does  not

replace analytical thinking. It supplements it by enabling us to imagine new perspectives

and  worlds’.  The  dearth  of  literature  about  the  role  of  storytelling  in  asynchronous

academic discourse highlights the need for more research in this area.  Stories can be used

to  serve  a  number  of  different  purposes  in  an  organization  to  meet  different  context.

Borrowing  specialist  Library  Knowledge  Management  (2006)  concepts,  there  are  8

possible purposes for using storytelling in organisations:

- Storytelling to ignite organisational change – Experience has shown that storytelling can

be highly effective as a change agent,  even in change-resistant organizations (Denning,

2000).   Telling  an  appropriate  story  can  stimulate  people  to  think  actively  about  the

implications of change and to project themselves into role playing that would allow them to

contextualise the intricacies of new era, rather than being given vague, abstract concepts

about it. 

-  Storytelling  for  communications – storytelling  is  regarded a  more interactive  view of

communication, in contrast to the conventional approach which views communications as

the sending of a message from a communicator to a recipient. Because the listener actively

imaginatively participate in the process, the story is not perceived as coming from outside,

but rather as something that is part of the listener's own identity. 
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-  Storytelling  to  capture  tacit  knowledge – Tacit  knowledge can  be  a  hierarchical  and

complex entity, and as such it is often difficult to articulate (for example, telling some one

how to drive a car, or ride bicycle). Stories can provide a way of allowing people to express

and  share  tacit  knowledge  in  rich  and  meaningful  ways,  rather  then  being  forced  to

articulate it in more ‘structured’ ways that can detract from its value.

-  Storytelling  to  embody  and  transfer  knowledge – Similarly,  a  simple  story  can

communicate a complex multi-dimensioned idea, not simply by transmitting information as

a message, but by actively involving the listeners in co-creating that idea. Furthermore, as a

story is told and retold, it changes, and so the knowledge embodied in it is constantly being

enriched and become more value added. 

- Use of stories for innovation – The use of storytelling can encourage people to move

away from linear thinking towards a more multi-dimensional view, to see new connections

between  things,  and  also  to  marry  scientific  logic  with  a  more  creative  or  intuitive

approach. For example,  many of the recent scientific development such as robotics and

space journeys draws a lot from fiction literature illustrating the has a lot contributions. 

- Storytelling to build community – There is something about stories that brings people

together  and  fosters  a  sense  of  community.  Storytelling  is  non-hierarchical,  it  unlocks

feelings and emotions as well as thought processes, and hence it helps to build relationships

and trust.
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- Storytelling to enhance technology – People often finds it difficult to communicate about

technology. Users can have trouble articulating their needs and expectations, while experts

can have difficulty  ‘talking in plain English’.  Wherever there is a gap in language and

understanding,  storytelling  can provide a bridge,  by communicating the real essence of

what each party is trying to get across.

- Storytelling for individual growth – Storytelling is a skill, and one that draws on a number

of other key skills, mostly relating to interpersonal communication. The development of

these skills is an important component of most knowledge management programmes.

Brown,  Denning,  Groh,  and  Prusak  (2005)  found  that  storytelling  in  organisations  is

powerful tool for communicating complex ideas and persuading people to change, getting

people  to  work  together,  sharing  knowledge,  taming  the  grapevine  and  dealing  with

rumors, communicating who you are, transmitting values, and leading people into future.

They  describe  the  importance  of  storytelling  to  create  community  of  practice  in  the

workplace. They observe the use of stories helps you learn how to understand people’s

motivation in your place of employment- your community of practice. Storytelling not only

is the oldest form of passing on information, it is also one of the best ways of passing on

corporate knowledge today (Hew et al, 2008). 

In a CoP, socialising in a formal or informal way provides opportunities for stories to be

told as people relate their experiences and it is through the medium of story telling that

people are encouraged to share knowledge. From the above, it can be seen that storytelling
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is a powerful transformational tool in organizations when it used effectively, one that will

work properly for sharing of knowledge in a CoPs.

In  linear  stories,  stories  told  were  communicated  through  a  mass  media  without

opportunities of interaction (TV, newspaper, movies, CD) in which the audience had not

chance to interact with the story teller or story generator. –

Personal storytelling for a broader audience emerged with the internet, suddenly there were

people publishing their dairy for all people whom have access to the net which results in

bridging the gap between cultures and generations (Bjork K., 2004). Storytelling today is

used as a method to enrich and communicate various messages through multiple media.

Storytelling in a newsgroup is both similar and different from oral storytelling. It is similar

in  that  there  is  an  assumed  audience  that  is  listening,  but  time  and  space  affect  the

proximity of the storyteller to that audience. Audience reaction is measured by messages

posted in response to these stories (Flynn, 2004). Thus, the reaction of the audience will

affect the greater story being told by the community, as different participants add their own

voices to the narrative. The main difference, then, is that the story is told by many, for

many.  While  one  person can  certainly  hold  the  floor  for  large  stretches  of  ‘time’,  by

composing long messages, there are always opportunities for audience members to chime

in, thus, the audience and storytellers are continually changing roles. It is difficult to think

of many other learning venues that allow for this kind of distributed storytelling, whereby

multiple voices construct stories that are interrelated.

As discussed above, it can be seen that storytelling has been recognised as a powerful tool

for communication and knowledge sharing. For this thesis, I am interested to explore the
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role of storytelling for knowledge sharing in an online environment. More specifically, it

would be analysed if  online engagement  of  a  certain  CoP participants  has  increased  if

storytelling discourse was adopted.

1.3 Learning in social context 

Based on Lave and Wenger (1991) work, a model was developed to describe the concept of

‘legitimate peripheral participation’ which sets learning a new skill or task within a social

context. According to this model, core members within the community control knowledge

and  conform  to  the  most  reified  (most  fundamental)  boundaries  of  the  community.

Peripheral members of the community and non-members can not access this knowledge

base without subjecting themselves to the process of becoming a member. Conventional

ideas of apprenticeship, designed to perpetuate a knowledge base (CoP), are founded in this

model. Another well cited model, Wenger’s Community of Practice model (1998), explains

that the CoP consists of three key dimensions: Mutual Engagement, Joint enterprise, and

Shared Repertoire. Each dimension of this community of practice model consists of series

of attributes to describe each dimension in detail hereunder in the diagram below and in the

following sections-.
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Figure 2.5: Wenger’s Communities of Practice Theoretical Model (1998)

1.3.1 Engagement in a Community of practice

CoP can be viewed as groups of people, who have a domain of shared practice, engaging in

discussions and conversations with one another to share knowledge. Members of a CoP

typically engage in a variety of activities which include problem solving, and knowledge

sharing (Hew K. F., 2006). Without engagement a Community of Practice will cease to
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exist. Engagement is the sense of the belonging to a community and affects all aspects of

the community.  Without engagement between community members, joint enterprise can

not  be  negotiated  and  developed  and  shared  repertoire  will  fail  to  be  shared  between

community  members.  Participation  has  been  argued to  be  an  intrinsic  part  of  learning

(Wenger,  1998).  In  CoPs the  shared  values  focus  on notion  of  apprenticeship  and the

engagement  of  the  newcomers  in  practices  that  move  them from peripheral  to  central

participation. Wenger (1998) defined the notion of engagement. From his social learning

perspective, engagement is said to involve mutually. Engagement in a CoP may involve

two different activities- initiating a discussion, or responding to a message. Initiation was

inevitably an activity that occurred less frequently than responding (Anderson, 2006).

While Wenger has defined three dimensions of a CoP, a central concept runs through all

three  dimensions  i.e.  Engagement.  Further  development  and  refine  measurement  of

Wenger’s model would have to start with engagement. Diemenrt (2002) has contexualised

Wenger’s  model  research  context  (see  Figure 2.6).  In  a  comprehensive  way Diemert’s

work has  identified  which attributes  are  crucial  to  the engagement  and enterprise  of  a

Community of a CoP and would like to know which ones hinder this engagement and/or

enterprise.
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Figure 2.6: Depiction of Wenger’s Community of Practice (1998)

Geographic distance between participants may also impede engagement. Wenger (1998)

suggests that engagement requires access to and interaction with other participants in the

course of their own engagement. Being physically separated may retard the evolution of

this  community.  Another  important  issue  in  CoP  is  that  participants  are  come  from

different  organisational  sectors  (research,  practice,  policy)  have  different  frame  of

references. Individuals from different sectors use different words and phrases as well as

employ  sometimes  different  strategies  and  tactics  to  accomplish  a  task.  If  different

languages/ terms are used by participants it could lead to a lack of communication and

collaboration between community members. 

 

Many research studies found that the reasons why individuals decide to actively participate

in online knowledge sharing CoP are not well understood (Ridinds et al 2002, Hew 2006).

Review of past empirical studies show that a number of factors can play major role to
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hinder people from sharing their knowledge in online communities (Gray 2004; Ardichivili

et al 2003; Sawyer et al 2000; Wasko & Faraj 2000; Nonnecke & Preece 2001). These can

be classified in six categories:

1. Technology: lack of familiarity or access to technology. 

2. Lack of knowledge about particular subject

3. Lack of time due to other competing priorities.

4. Community: this includes lack of identification with the community.

5. Personal  attitude:  relies  on  the  idea  that  people  should  help  themselves  before

asking for help

6.  Confidentiality  due  to  security  restrictions  such  as  need  to  protect  important

information.

The focus of the community does not stop when a single task is completed, but rather

the  focus  is  on  developing  new meaning  and  solutions  to  overall  problems  in  the

environment in which the community members work. Therefore, a CoP goes beyond

the  traditional  psychological  views  of  individuals  working  together  to  perform  a

specific task.

Facilitators  are  present  not  to  lead  discussions,  but  often  to  summrise  discussions,

provide  expertise,  and  archive  discussions  (Vavasseur  C.  B.,  2006).  The  level  and

degree of participation by the community members will determine how knowledge is

shared  and how learning  takes  place.  There  were  many studies  conducted  on  how

engagement  takes  place  in  academic  settings  (Boruff-Jones,  2006;  Kwak,  Shah,  &

Holbert, 2004; Libbey, 2004; Lundberg, 2004; Sage & Kindermann, 1999). 
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Redings  (2006a),  in  her  work  of  defining  virtual  communities,  provides  activity  level

criteria to determine if a true community exists. She posits that there must be ‘at least 10

messages a day’ and ‘80% of the messages has responses’. This sets a high baseline for

activity  level  in  virtual  communities  but  the  question  is  whether  it  actually  creates

engagement among the members. Butler (2006) found in his work of online communities,

that “inactive” members often were the disseminators of knowledge. Butler (2006) argues

that although inactive members may not interact within the online community, they did

disseminate  the  information  from  the  community.  In  this  author’s  opinion,  while  this

activity would seem to indicate engagement, the missing piece is their duty for reciprocity.

Merely taking the information being created or transferred in a virtual community does not

indicate engagement with the virtual communities. It may demonstrate a commitment to

their personal network but not to the virtual community. It is important to look at the level

of activity and how it correlates to the perceived level of engagement. 

Nonnecke  and  Precce  (1999)  found  out  that  there  are  multiple  reasons  that  inactive

members  are not contributing.  Some reasons concerned that  norms of the group in not

requiring contributions or messages, others involved the technicalities of the community

such as time zone conflict, and many were social comfort issues, including personal safety,

unfamiliarity  with other members and cultures,  and simply feeling that what was being

shared in the group was unimportant to them and thereby not worth the time it would take

to response. Reno (2007) adds another issue which is time and value. She also argues that

in  very  large  communities,  the  number  of  communications  may  become  so  great  that

members would lose interest in reading all of them. For the purpose of this study, it would
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be interesting to assess if the degree of engagement is higher in a large CoP than in a less

populated CoP.

One of the findings of the extant literature review on CoP is that , the factor stands out in

the practice of CoPs is- the clustering of responses around some event. Orlikowski and

Yates  (1994)  found  this  in  their  work  as  well.  They  linked  their  findings  to  that  of

Gersicks’s (1994) work in actions of groups, where she proposes that groups often exhibit

event-based pacing or temporal pacing in projects. Event-based pacing occurs around some

type of  event  the group is  experiencing;  the temporal  pacing is  related  to timelines  or

milestones.

Evidence from the research literature (Brett, 2002) seems to indicate that within specific

academic  community  of  practice  (maths),  participants  is  the  engaged,  emergent  and

withdrawing groups found aspects of the shared database socially supportive, and a source

of assistance and ideas, but it was mainly the engaged participants who used it as a context

for  building  knowledge  about  maths  and  maths  education.  The  small  group  math

investigation seem to provide these participants with the level of mathematical confidence

necessary to make them wanting to become involved deeply in discourse about this subject.

Despite the potential for democratizing the classroom, using online environment to create a

culture  of  discourse  in  which  engagement  is  widespread  fundamentally  requires  that

participants began to develop identity in the community before they can participate within

that community. Some participants reduced engagement and have framed engagement as

requiring both a sense of social identity and a level of epistemic agency to be in place for

online engagement to occur. 
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Famous online community developer ‘Communispace’s latest study suggests that smaller,

fully transparent, and branded communities attract more engaged users who create content

instead of lurking ‘hiding’ (Communispace's Research and Innovation team, 2008).

Some people participate in the community to receive some sort of personal gain or status

related to their professional position (Wasko & Faraj, 2000). Participants indicate that the

community is an important resource to enhance standing in the profession, to establish a

reputation that will hopefully translate into a job, or even to generate clients for consulting

business.

Ridings  and Gefen (2004) asked participants  in  online communities  a simple  question:

‘‘Why did you join?’’ They found that people’s reasons for joining depended, in part, on

the purpose or content of the community. Across all types of communities, information

exchange was the most commonly cited reason for participation.  People want access to

information that interests them. However, till present encouraging participation remains as

one of the greatest challenges for any online community provider.

 

2.4 Understanding Knowledge Sharing 

Managing knowledge has gained significant attention in the business world for its potential

savings,  significant  improvements  in  human  performance,  and  competitive  advantage.

However,  this  section  will  give  general  overview  of  knowledge  management  (KM)

followed by some major KM tools.
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1.3.2 Knowledge transfer (SECI) spiral model 

Knowledge is classified by a number of different taxonomies. Nonaka (1994) classified

knowledge as tacit and explicit. Tacit knowledge is “know how” knowledge that is difficult

to articulate and codify and exists only in humans’ heads. Explicit knowledge is the “know

what” knowledge that can be codified and articulated

Nonaka  and  Takeuchi  (1995)  spiral  model  illustrates  how  knowledge  is  created  and

transferred in an organisation through interactions between tacit and explicit knowledge.

More specifically they recognised these interactions as ‘knowledge conversion’. There are

four modes of knowledge conversion, namely, socialisation, externalisation, combination

and internalization (see Figure 4) as summarized in the following:

 Socialisation (from tacit to tacit): where knowledge transfer takes place in a tacit form.

Here,  an  individual  acquires  tacit  knowledge  directly  from  others  through  shared

experience, observation, imitation and so on. 

Externalisation (from tacit to explicit):  through articulation of tacit knowledge into explicit

concepts. This field prompted by meaningful dialogues or reflections.

Combination (from explicit to explicit):  through a systematisation of concepts drawing on

different bodies of explicit knowledge present in the environment of an organisation. 

 Internalisation (from explicit  to  tacit):  through  a  process  of  "learning  by doing"  and

through a verbalisation and documentation of experiences.

The main benefit of this model is that it provides a mechanism to provide an understanding

on the epistemology and dynamism of knowledge itself,  and provides a framework for

management of the relevant knowledge management processes from the ontological 
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Figure 2. 7: SECI Spiral diagram for the System Dynamics Community of Practice (Adapted from 
Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995)

1.3.3 Boisot’s I-Space Model

Boisot (1998) developed the I-space model using innovation (learning), which is the result

of the transformation of knowledge. His proposed model of knowledge asset development

along similar lines to that of Nonaka and Takeuchi. However, Boisot's model introduces an

extra  dimension  (abstraction,  in  the  sense  that  knowledge  can  become  generalised  to

different situations). This produces a richer scheme allowing the flow and transformation of

knowledge to be analysed in greater detail.

In  Boisot's  scheme,  knowledge assets  can  be located  within  a  three  dimensional  space

defined by axes from "uncodified" to "codified", from "concrete" to "abstract" and from

"undiffused" to "diffused". He then proposes a "Social Learning Cycle" (SLC) that uses the

I-Space to model the dynamic flow of knowledge through a series of stages.

What seems clear from both Boisot's model and that of Nonaka & Takeuchi is that the

process  of  growing  and  developing  knowledge  assets  within  organisations  is  always
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changing.  Organisations  are  living  organisms  that  must  constantly  adapt  to  their

environment. This means that the KM strategy identified as appropriate at one moment in

time will need to change as knowledge moves through the organisational learning cycle to

a new phase. The rate at which this cycle operates will vary from one sector to another, so

that in some rapidly evolving sectors new knowledge is being created and applied in rapid

succession, while in some more established sectors, the cycle time of innovation is much

slower.

2.5 Challenges to knowledge sharing and engagement in an online CoP  

In  online  learning  CoP,  many  communication  challenges  exist  in  the  threaded

discussion  forum.  When  working  in  a  text  based  environment,  it  is  easy  for

miscommunications to take place. When ‘voice inflections, facial expressions, and

bodily  gestures”  (Palloff  &  Pratt,  2003)  for  conveying  messages are  missing  it

becomes important to take more time and effort  to emphasize “clarity”  in when

communicating (Loughlin, 1993). Clear communications can help us “to achieve an

understanding of one another and are thus able to influence, and be influenced by

others”  (Jaques,  1992,  p.  51).  One  way  to  clarify  thoughts  before  posting  to

discussion threads can be accomplished by typing in a word processing program

first, so one has time to slow down and reflect before hitting the reply button. 

Information  richness  theory  describes  the  rate  with  which  the  media  itself  can  resolve

uncertainty and ambiguity of the online participants (Daft &Lengel,  1986). Rich media,

like face-to-face communication,  can resolve ambiguity through the use of synchronous

video  and  audio,  but  may  also  be  affected  by  bandwidth  constraints  or  connection
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difficulties. Low, rich media includes asynchronous email or discussion threads and can

help resolve uncertainty. The effectiveness of an online community can be related to the

type of media used, and although the selection of the type of online community technology

may not be left up to the participants, it can play a role in the way that they communicate.

Social Identity Theory (Tajfel & Turner (1979) recognizes the importance and ubiquity of

categorization  and  the  extent  that  we  associate  ourselves  with  groups  (i.e.  categorize

ourselves). In online communities, social identities are important aspects of how we define

ourselves. The need for humans to interact with one another drives their communication

toward the formation of rewarding and complex relationships (Walther,

1992).

  

Swift trust theory (Meyerson, Weick, and Kramer (1996) relates to social presence in that a

group or online community’s interaction is built upon the expectation level that they have

and their ability to manage tasks together. Online community members often perform tasks

related to the community’s purpose with people they do not know and have never met. In

order to complete those tasks, they must quickly form relationships and roles with these

other community members.

However, within online communities,  research also indicates anonymity allows users to

construct a positive impression of the other which leads to an idealized impression of the

communication partner (Walther, 1996). Visual anonymity in an online community allows

“one to  express  one’s  true  mind,  or  authentic  self,  unfettered  by the  concerns  of  self-

presentation  (Spear & Lea,  1994, p.  430.)  Spears  and Lea (1992) also argue that  even
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though anonymity may be present in some online environments, when a person’s social

identity is known to the other community members it serves to strengthen the social norms

of the community.

On  the  flip  side,  with  thoughtful  consideration,  rich  meaningful  text  based

communications  are  possible  for  increasing  collaboration  and  reflection.  Some

members also find online learning to be very lonely with the lack of face-to-face

contact  for  communications.  One  way  peers  and  facilitators  alike  can  help  to

combat the negative impact of isolation is through the use of visual symbols, such

as “relational icons or emoticons” to attempt to add the more human artifacts of

personal contact that are otherwise missing (Kuehn, 1993, p.1). The use of humor

online can be a mixed bag.

A well structured environment can contribute to increased participation, innovative

ideas, and the ability to solve complex problems. Members can then transfer and

apply  new  knowledge  more  often  than  when  compared  to  individualistic  or

competitive  learning  environments.  Acquiring  new  content,  skills,  and  attitudes

through information sharing and subsequent knowledge building is the catalyst for

facilitating knowledge creation.

The facilitator  can plan  questions for  the  group ahead of  time,  make valuable

contributions,  help  to  filter  through  critical  information,  and  bring  closure  or

summary to the group’s academic progress.

Online group dialogue can provide members of CoP with a unique opportunity to
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see their ideas as viewed through the lens of others, allowing for self-reflection and

personal growth. The process is somewhat like holding a mirror up and seeing for

yourself if your ideal image matches the reality. The last major area of challenge

for  facilitating  the  online  discussion  forum  deals  with  management  issues.

Members can become very frustrated when presented with confusing or unclear

goals,  objectives,  assignments,  tasks,  timelines,  appraisals,  grading  and  job

guidelines. Proper planning helps to have issues well planned out in advance of

managing CoP efficiently.  It  helps members to  feel  secure by knowing what  is

expected  of  them.  It  also  allows  members  to  utilize  their  time  and  resources

effectively in situations like- juggling work, and family obligations, to be able to

schedule time for participating fully in the online discussion forum.

In  the  above  discussion  various  challenges  have  been  identified  for  establishing  and

sustaining  CoPs.  In  summary  those  challenges  include,  but  are  not  limited  to,  the

following:

• making a case for a CoP (Muller & Carey, 2002),

• finding common interesting topics for members (Dubé, Bourhis, & Jacob, 2003),

• securing trust of shared information (Van House, Butler, & Schiff, 1998),

• lowering barriers among members to become involved in knowledge sharing activities

(Ardichvili, Page, & Wentling, 2003),

• recruiting the right members, for example, knowledgeable members who have enough

time for social interaction (Pawlowski, Robey, & Raven, 2000), and
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• sustaining members’ participation, since “… participation is central to the evolution of the

community and to the creation of relationships that help develop the sense of trust and

identity that defines the community” (Hildreth, Kimble, & Wright, 1998, pp.30-31).

Overcoming these challenges could be key for a CoP to survive and to serve members of

the community in a better way. A number of approaches might be used to help overcome

these  challenges,  including  technology,  social  networking,  building  awareness,  more

clearly defined rules and regulations of a CoP and CoP design. No single approach is likely

to provide a stand-alone solution, however. Facilitation is a potentially powerful way to

address some of these challenges and help the community and its members to navigate

through existing obstacles (Fontaine, 2001).

2.8 Research Questions and Justification

From the above literature review, it is depicted that there are gaps in the existing literature.

It is owing to the fact that- 

 Online community is a relatively new topic, not enough Knowledge Management

theories or models have been developed or tested in this field. 

 A few researches have been done by using Dialogue intervention in CoP for online

community. 

Therefore, based on the above literature review and discussions, the research would focus

on to provide some answers to the following questions:

1. Why people are attracted to engage in an online discussion?

More specifically the research tries to answer some of the following-
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2. What role domain experts play to keep on-line discussion alive?

3. How to develop a ''right  intervention''  to maintain and stimulate  participants  for

engagement in on-line community? 

The exhaustive literature survey provides extant review of the researches conducted in the

field of CoP. However, for the purpose of this study, all the variables that are identified are

grouped  under  four  constructs,  namely  –  Discourse  of  Discussion,  Tools  (learning)  /

Knowledge,  Engagement  Roles  and  General  Issues  in  CoP.  In  order  to  show  the

relationship  with  the  aforementioned  research  questions  and  the  constructs  and  other

variables, the following table outlines and highlights the sections that discusses and defines

the  variables  and  constructs  used  in  the  study  (  for  a  detailed  understanding  for  the

references to all the variables, see appendix- 3) - 

Research 
constructs 
and 
variables

Reference
d Section

Sources Page 
number
s

1 Discourse of 
Discussion

2.4 APQC,2000;  Altalib,  2000;  Ardichvil  et  al,
2003;  Bourhis  et  al,  2005;   Brazelton  &
Gorry, 2003;  Brown et at, 2005; Bjork, 2004;
Burnett et al, 2003; Brown & Duguid, 1998;
Butler  2006;  Bjork,  2004;  Cotheral  &
Williams (1999); Davenport & Prusak 1998;
Davenport  &  Hall,  2002;  Elkjaer,  1999;
Gherards  & Nicolini  (2000);  Hildreth  et  al,
2000; Hars & Ou, 2002; Hildreth et al, 1998;
Henschel, 2000; Groh & Prusak, 2005; Flynn,
2004, Ridings  et  al,  2002;   Nonneke  &
Precce,  1999;  Nicholas  2000;  Nonaka  &
Tachuchi,  1995;  Nicholas  2000;  Nichani  &
Hung;  2000; Schlager  &Fusco,  2004;
Snowden, 2000;   Forrtaine (2001); Soden &
Italliday (2000); Snowden, 1999,  Sawyer et
al, 2000; Vavasseur, 2006; Sharratt & Usoro,
2003; Preece, 2000; Wenger, 2001; Wasko &
Faraj,  2000; Lundberg,  2004; Von Krogh et
al,  2000;  Wenger  et  al,  2000; Moor,  2000;
Werry 1996.

Chapter 
two
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2 Tools
(learning)/
Knowledge

2.2; 2.6; 
2.6.1; 2.7

APQC,2000;  Ardichvil  et  al,  2003;  Brosnan
&Burgess,  2003; Boruff-Jones 2006; Brosnan &
Burgess,  2003;  Brown,  Collin  & Duguid,  1998;
Booth, 2004;  Brazelton & Gorry, 2003;  Barab &
Duffy,  2000;  Buysse et  al,  2003;  Bowes,  2002;
Brown,  Denning,  Groh  & Prusak,  2005;  Bjork,
2004; Brazelton & Gorry, 2003; Chiva & Alegra,
2005; Diemert, 2002; Davenport & Prusak 1998;
Elkjaer, 1999; Hars & Ou, 2002; Holland, 2006;
Hildreth et al, 2000; Holbert, 2004; Hars & Ou,
2002;  Issacs,  1993;  Iverson  &  McPhee,  2002;
Flynn, 2004; Elkjaer, 1999; Wenger et al, 2002;
Preece,  2000;  Wenger,  2001;  Wasko  &  Faraj,
2000; Lundberg, 2004; Redings, 2006; Von Krogh
et al, 2000; Nonaka & Tachuchi, 1995; Nicholas
2000; Nichani & Hung; 2000; Sharratt & Usoro,
2003;  Tedjamulia  et  al  2005;  Dude et  al,  2003;
Gray,  2004;  Ramondl  and  Chapman,  2004;
Wenger  et  al,  2002;  McDermott,  1999;  Meijer,
2001;  McLaughlin,  2003;  Lave,  1991;  Trentin,
2002; Headley & Pea, 2002; Reil & Polin, 2004;
Erickson, 2003; Schlager & Fusco, 2004; Schlager
et al,  2002; Easterby-Smith et al,  2000; Garvey,
2000;  Lave  &  Wenger,  1991;  Reinemann-
Rothmeier  &  Mandl,  1999;  Lichtenstien  &
Hunter,  2005;  Ridings &Gefen 2004;  Turban &
King  2003;  Ronald,  2006;   Wenger,  1998;
Langley, 1999. 

2.3- 2.8; 
2.35- 
2.48

3 Engagement
Roles

2.5; 2.5.1 Brosnan &Burgess, 2003; Boruff-Jones 2006;
Batson et al, 2002;  Brown, Collin & Duguid,
1998;  Burnett et al, 2003; Brown & Duguid,
1998;  Buysse  et  al,  2003;  Barab  &  Duffy,
2000; Cotherel & Williams, 1999;  Diemenrt,
2002;  Hildreth  et  al,  1998;  Gherards  &
Nicolini, 2000; Hildreth et al, 2000; Elkjaer,
1999; Forrtaine, 2001; Lundberg, 2004; Lave
and  Wenger,  1991;  Hew,  2006;  Holbert,
2004; Redings, 2006, Sharratt & Usoro, 2003;
Sawyer  et  al,  2000;  Ridings  et  al,  2002;
Nonneke & Precce,  1999;  Ridings  & Gefen
2004; Turban & King 2003; Vavasseur, 2006;
Gray,  2004;  Ramondl  and  Chapman,  2004;
Wenger  et  al,  2002;  Werry  1996;  Wenger,
2000; Moor, 2000; Nonneke & Precce, 1999;
Webb  et  al  2004.Wasko  &  Faraj,  2005;
Wasko & Faraj, 2000; Wenger, 2001; Wenger
et  al,  2002;  Stuckey  & Smith,  2004;  Lave,
1991;  Trentin,  2002;  Headley  & Pea,  2002;
Reil  &  Polin,  2004;  Schlager  et  al,  2002;

2.36- 
2.42
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Preece, 2000; Soden & Italliday, 2000. 
4 General 

Issues in 
CoP

2.3; 2.6 Ardichvil et al, 2003;APQC, 2000;  Brown &
Ridings et al, 2002; Butler 2006; Hars & Ou,
2002; Brazelton & Gorry, 2003; Batson et al,
2002; Brown, Collin & Duguid, 1998; Buysse
et al, 2003; Bowes, 2002; Brosnan & Burgess,
2003; Chiva & Alegra, 2005; Elkjaer,  1999;
Erickson,  2003;  Easterby-Smith  et  al,  2000;
Duguid, 1998; Sawyer et al, 2000; Davenport
& Prusak 1998; Dude et al, 2003; Headley &
Pea, 2002; Hew, 2006; Ardichvil et al, 2003;
Hamberg Ardichvil et al, 2003; Hildreth et al,
2000;  Headley  & Pea,  2002;  Garvey,  2000;
Wasko & Faraj, 2005; Von Krogh et al, 2000;
Sharratt  &  Usoro,  2003;  Wenger,  1998;
Schlager et al, 2002; Schlager & Fusco, 2004;
Stuckey & Smith, 2004; Schlager et al, 2002;
Lave,  1991;  Lave & Wenger,  1991;  Meijer,
2001;  McLaughlin,  2003;  Reinemann-
Rothmeier  &  Mandl,  1999;  Reil  &  Polin,
2004; Preece, 2001; Bigaam, 2001; Nonaka &
Tachuchi,  1995;  Nicholas  2000;  Nichani  &
Hung; 2000; Trentin, 2002;  Tedjamulia et al
2005.

Chapter 
two

2.9  Summary  

Online communities are becoming an accepted part of the lives of Internet users, although

participation in these communities is dependent on the types of people that form them.

Some of the online community’s members do not participate, people referred to as lurkers,

whereas others who have been in the community for a long time, referred to as elders,

participate regularly and support others. Understanding what drives these individuals and

how they chose whether or not to participate will lead to online communities that thrive.

(Bishop, 2007).

Encouraging members to change from lurkers into novices is proving to be a challenge for

community  providers  and  whilst  there  is  a  lot  of  research  into  why  lurkers  do  not
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participate  (Nonnecke  &  Preece,  2000;  Preece  et  al.,  2004;  Takahashi,  Fujimoto,  &

Yamasaki,  2002). However,  there  are  few  suggestions  about  how  to  change  their

behaviour.  Traditional  methods  of  behaviour  modification  are  unsuitable  for  virtual

environments.

CoP knowledge is still  in its infancy stages. However, its parent concept has witnessed

more maturity as a concept within both academic and practitioner domains. It is for this

reason that knowledge management is here explored first to determine the most relevant

and important underlying theoretical, conceptual and practical undercurrents that can assist

in a greater understanding in relation to the eventual convergence of the CoP literature

towards the concept of knowledge management

It can be seen from the literature that, much research has been taken in the field of CoP.

Yet,  there  is  no  research  focused  on  understanding  the  knowledge  dynamics  within

communities  of  practice  by  using  knowledge  management  tools  such  as  Nonaka  and

Takeuchi  model.  However,  this  research  will  conduct  an  in-depth  analysis  of  eight

communities of practice for their life cycle, content and context of the messages, dialogue

analysis and methods of enquiry.

This chapter has highlighted the literature on several major concepts which relate to CoP

and the major knowledge management tools. It also provides discussion on the dimensions

of CoP and its link with knowledge management and concludes with a detailed description

of  the  models  that  will  be  used  as  an  analytical  tool  in  this  study.  This  chapter  also

describes the reasons why it is important to study online CoP and frames the need for this

research study. It also presents a definition of CoP that is used throughout the dissertation.
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It concludes with an overview of the dissertation and the study questions used to guide this

research. This chapter has shown that not unlike for knowledge management, CoP also has

at its centre a need to develop our understanding of members’ engagement related issues. It

is for this reason that this study seeks to investigate the deeper reasons behind why and

how the members of the CoP engage themselves  in discussion which will  be explored

further in the proceeding sections of this investigation. Derived from the literature reviewed

in this chapter, the following chapter will introduce the research framework designed to

examine  the  factors  related  to  the  engagement  in  CoP  and  the  reasons  behind  such

engagement. 
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